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evaluating the impact of model parameters as well as
ABSTRACT different scenarios of temperature, hydrology, and

chemistry.

In order to study the performance of the potential
Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Repository, scientific Note that this analysis is preliminary. Many of the
investigations are being conducted to reduce the inputs are based on rough judgments from members of
uncertainty about process models and system the project team. This investigation was conducted to
parameters. This paper is intended to demonstrate a demonstrate this approach to evaluating uncertainties
method for determining a strategy for the cost effective about processes and the use of the YMIM model in
management of these investigations. It is not meant to making such evaluations.
be a complete study of all processes and interactions,

but does oudine'a method which can be applied to more The sections below outline the approach used for
in-depth investigations, determining the significance of the uncertainties. Then

we describe the structure of YMIM and the stx_ific
I. INrTRODUCTION uncertainties that are analyzed. This is followed by a

description of the analyses and the discussion of the
results.

The performance of the repository is determined by
the interaction of near-field and Engineered Barrier
System (EBS) processes. There is considerable II. APPROACH TO ASSESSING THE VALUE OF
uncertainty about the behavior of many of these STUDYING PROCF_SE3
processes. Although, these uncertainties can be reduced

through further study, such studies are costly and time A well defined fi'amework is required to evaluate the
consuming. Cost effective management of the scientific relative value of studying different processes. Hca'cwe
investigations requires that we identify uncertainties that have used a value of information framework based on
are significant for decision making and design, decision analysis (Raifa). This approach starts from the
Resources can then be allocated to areas which are most point of view that there are two components to
likely to reduce the uncertainty about repository uncertainty about the behavior of a process. Ftrst, them
performance. This paper presents an approach to is a range of uncertainty about a process' parameters
identifying important uncertainties and a preliminary (e.g. rates of corrosion under controlled conditions,
analysis of the uncertainties in the thermally dependent rates of thermal conduction, etc.) Second, even if we
processes of EBS knew the parameters exactly, there is uncertainty about

the actual realization of the process. Through
The thermally dependent processes studied here investigation we can learn more about the correct

, include: waste package corrosion, fuel rod cladding parameters and reduce the first component of the
failure, fuel rod oxidation and alteration, nuclide uncertainty. In principle the uncertainty about
solubilities, and flux histories. The impact of these parameters could be eliminated entirely through enough
uncertainties is studied for several possible design investigation. Value of information theory allows us to
variations of heat loading, container design, and estimate the expected increase in net benefits that could
container placement. These thermal dependencies are be obtained by reducing the uncertainty about a
studied here using The Yucca Mountain Integrating parameter.
Model (YMIM). YMIM provides a test bed for

MkSTFo
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Under the value of information approach, the value We have applied this approach by estimating the
of learning more about an uncertain parameter can only change in performance of each design as the parameters
be determined taking into account the decisions that will were varied over their ranges. First, performance was
be made based on what is learned. If new information estimated using the baseline parameter values. Then
is unlikely to affect our decisions, it has relatively less each design was analyzed using the extreme parameter ,
value. For example, assume we currently favor values from each range. One parameter was varied in
Alternative A and we determine that studying a particular each run, holding all other parameters at their baseline .
parameter is only likely to make Alternative A look values. The change in performance from the baseline
better. It is not particularly worthwhile to study that indicates the importance of each parameter's uncertainty
parameter further since it is not likely to change our in making decisions about the repository. Some
decision and it will not affect the costs or benefits*. On uncertainties have relatively small effects on predicted
the other hand, if studying the parameter might lead us performance. Studying these parameters in depth would
to the conclusion that Alternative A is a disaster, and that have relatively less value. Other uncertainties affect all
Alternative B is actually superior, then it would be of the design options in the same way (either good or
valuable to study the parameter since we could avoid a bad). These may be important for making the decision
costly mistake, to build the repository at Yucca Mountain. F'mally,

some uncertainties have asymmetric effects on the
evaluation of alternatives: uncertainty about a parameter

As can be seen from the preceding discussion, we may effect one design and not another, or it may actually
must anticipate what migkt be learned from an have opposite effects on different designs. Resolving
investigation in order to apply this approach. That is, these uncertainties is important for the decision about
we need a probability distribution over the result c_fthe which design to use.
investigation. As long as we assume that our
investigation will be unbiased, we can assume that an
(exhaustive) investigation would tell us the true value of A full analysis of the effects of parameter values
the parameter. Consequently, when we define our would require that sets of parameters be varied
uncertainty over the true value of the parameter based on simultaneously in order to study the interactions
the information available before the investigation, we are between processes. For the purposes of this
also defining our uncertainty about the result of studying demonstration, however, we have limited our analysis
that parameter, to single variations in order to maintain a manageable

number of model nuts.

Formally applying the value-of-information
approach requires a complete decision analysis and The sections below describe the YMIM model,
formally assessed probability distributions over the describe the details of the designs studied and the
uncertainties. At this time a complete decision analysis procedures and conclusions of the analysis.
is not available. In addition, formal assessment of

prdbability distributions ,was beyond the scope of this III. THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN INTEGRATING
• study. In place of formal probability distributions we MODEL (YMIM)

have defined a baseline value for each parameter that can
be roughly interpreted as an expected value and a range

This study uses the Yucca Mountain Integratingof uncertainty that nominallycorrespon(;s to the 5th to
95th percentile range of the probability distribution. Model (YMIM) to estimate EBS performance. It was

developed to provide a flexible modeling tool for
Even given these simplifications, the value of studying the engineered barrier system and is described
information framework can provide useful insights, in more detail in the companion paper by Lament and

Gansemer tided "Integrated Modeling of Near Field and
This analysis investigates the value of information in Engineered Barrier System Processes". YMIM has a

the context of two broad decisions at Yucca Mountain. modular structure. Each module represents a major
First, there is the decision to build a repository at all. process within the EBS. The modules communicate
This is based on an evaluation of the performance of the with one another through a well defined set of inputs
site in containing nuclides. Second, there is the decision and outputs that represent system state variables.
as to which design to use. The alternative designs have Because of its modular structure, the models in each
different areal power densities, fuel loadings, waste module can be modified to provide more or less detail
package placements (in vertical boreholes or in drift), without requiring modifications to the rest of the model. ',,
and container designs.

Although YMIM models the effects of temperature
and hydrology on the EBS processes, it does not model
temperature and hydrology scenarios endogenously.

*Thefact thatit might makeus feelbetteris notconsideredto Th_'y must be determined by other models and provided
havemonetaryvalue.



as an input to YMIM. Consequently, caremust be taken understanding of the importance of the failure
to provide a consistent set of scenarios as inputs, phenomena in general and are not intended to investigate

the uncertainties about the detailed mechanism of

The sections below briefly describe the temperature cladding failures.
dependent processes in YMIM and the way they were
modeled for this study. They also describe the Fuel matrix oxidation and alteration: In order for
uncertainties in parameters that were analyzed in ',his nuclides to be released from the fuel rod, the fuel matrix
study. Table 2 gives the range of values and the must be altered by either dry oxidation or aqueous

, baseline values used for each parameter, alteration. Both processes occur only after container
failure and only for those rods with failed cladding. Dry

Waste package corrosion: The waste package oxidation is assumed to proceed in all periods after the
corrosion module models single or double walled waste container fails, while aqueous alteration only occurs
packages. It includes three types of corrosion: dry when water is in contact with the fuel rods. The fuel
oxidation, general aqueous corrosion, and localized matrix oxidation rate is modeled using an Arrhenius
pitting corrosion. Each of these depends on relationship between temperature and the time required
temperature. Dry oxidation occurs slowly and has little to completely oxidize a rod. The aqueous fuel matrix
impact on performance, so it was not studied in this alteration rate is a function of temperature and water
analysis, chemistry.

At low temperatures (e.g. up to =80°C) the rate of The rates of oxidation and aqueous alteration are
general aqueous corrosion increases with temperature, uncertain at any given temperature. Aqueous alteration
As temperature continues to increase, the rate of rate is expressed as grams of material altered per m2-yr.
corrosion decreases due to the depletion of oxygen in The rate equation given by (Gray et al.) was considered
water as the temperature approaches boiling. In YMIM to be an upper bound since the water chemistry that it is
the general aqueous corrosion model is primarily based on is relatively aggressive. It was judged that the
parameterized by the maximum rate of oxidation. The lower bound would be 2 orders of magnitude less.
range of uncertainty about this maximum rate was
estimated by LLNL personnel and is reported in TSPA The rates of dry oxidation (expressed as the time
'93. Localized pitting corrosion is characterized by an required to oxidize an entire fuel rod) were based on
expected annual growth rate of pits which is a function those used in TSPA '93. It was judged that these were
of temperature. This was also varied based on also an upper bound. The lower bound was judged to
judgments of LLNL researchers reported in TSPA '93. be 1 order of magnitude less than this.

Fuel rod cladding failure: The fuel rod cladding Nuclide solubilities: Within YMIM the solubility of
failure module encompasses three failure mechanisms: each nuclide can be modeled as a linear function of
high temperature creep rupture, hydride reorientation, temperature. However, the magnitude, and even the
and attack by fluorinated water. The temperature range sign, of this relationship is highly uncertain since it is a
is divided into regions in which only one failure complex function of water chemistry and concentrations
mechanism can be active at any given time. Creep of other nuclides. Therefore, the linear relationship with
rupture occurs only at temperatures above 3500C, temperature was not used for this analysis. Instead, the
hydride re,orientation occurs between 100 and 3500C. solubility of each nuclide was varied over the range of
Fluorine failures occur only below 100*C, and only if solubilities that might plausibly be observed during the
water is present. Because fluorine failures are not life of the repository. Such an assumption is considered
temperature sensitive, they have not been included in to be preliminary. It has been used to develop an initial
this analysis (in addition, it is not expected that the understanding of the importance of the uncertainty about
fluorine concentrations of the groundwater will be high solubility.
enough to lead to failures).

Rod and container temveratures: The temperatm'es
The model for each mechanism assmnes that failures of the rods and the containers drive all of the

occur at a constant rate (in percent per year) during those tempe_ dependent processes. These temperatures
time periods when conditions are suitable. Failures are themselves uncertain. In this analysis we have used
continue until the maximum percentage for that baseline temperatures from TSPA '93. The range of
mechanism is reached. Within YMIM both the rate and uncertainty for each temperature at each period in the
the maximum percentage can be set. For these runs, analysis is expressed as a variation above and below the
however, the rate was set at a high number to ensure baseline temperature for each period.
that the full percentage would fail for each mechanism

during the time in which the necessary temperature Water return time: The time at which water retm'ns
conditions are met. Only the maximum percentage was
varied between cases. The results provide a clearer to the repository horizon is an important determinant of



performance. Hydrology and temperature are not two powel densities of 57 and 114 kw/acre. In both
explicitly modeled in YMIM. For these analyses, cases we considered both the single walled waste
scenarios based on temperature and hydrology modeling package in the vertical borehole and a double-walled
were used. package placed horizontally in the drift.

It is estimated that the water return time is roughly A key characteristic of areal power density is its
proportional to the volume of rock that is dried out effect on the repository temperature and hydrology
around the repository, and the volume of rock dried out histories. The 57 kw/acre scenario raises the repository
is roughly proportional to the length of time that elapses temperattm: above boiling. However, water is expected ,
before the temperature at the repository horizon returns to return to the repository horizon soon after repository
to boiling. Consequently, the time until water return can temperature drops below boiling. The 114 kw/acre
be modeled as roughly proportional to the time until the scenario will cause a larger volume of rock to dry out in
temperature returns to boiling. However, the the near field. Since rewettmg of the near field rock is a
relationship is quite uncertain since it depends on the slow process, repository temperature may have dropped
properties of the strata above the repository and the well below boiling by the time water returns. Figure 1
behavior of hydrologic phenomena. Some studies shows the rod and container wall temperana_s. Figure
assume that water flux could return very shortly after the 2 shows the baseline hydrology histories for each
temperature returns to boiling (TSPA '93). Other design.
studies have estimated that the length of time between
the return of temperature to boiling and the return of sr kW/ncre
water flux could be as much as 10 times the length of
time required for the temperature to return to boiling ":*
(Buscheck). ._" I'-.- ,_ ---' = _,.=_.

IV. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE o ,,,I t i I ! i
_o lo.ooo 1._o_o

Yew

The analysis computed the impact of the uncertainty
about each process on the performance of each design.
It was conducted in three steps:

1. define the alternative designs to be 114 kW/acre

studied, 6"_ ]" - -" =

2. estimate a baseline and range of ] _ j__,uncertainty for each process parameter, i _ _ ,,_
and -.

3. for each design, run YMIM at the '** '_*** '_*_*
baseline values and at both ends of the v,,
range for each process (holding all
other processes parameters at their Figure 1"
baseline values). Baseline temperature scenarios

From these results we first identified those processes
where the uncertainty had a very small effect on
predicted performance. These were not considered
further. The uncertainty about the remaining p_
was then analyzed to define the impact of the uncertainty
on repository and design decisions.

A. Definition of Alternative Designs

The alternative designs considered here are largely
defined by the areal power density, and by the design
and placement of the waste packages. Here we consider



B. Assessment of Range of LIncertamty and
57 kW/acns Baseline for Process Parameters

1 0 ,F, liM

08! The range of uncertainty for each process was
_o, estimated based on judgments by LLNL researchers.
= 0, These estimates reflect their uncertainty about the tn_

02 behavior of each process. Although formal pmcaxtures
' 0 _. __ ! . : '. 0 were not used to assess the ranges for this preliminary

_0 ,0._ ,_._ analysis, the range is nominally defmed as the 5th to the
*" 95 th percentile of the judgmental probability

distribution. Thus there is about a 10% chance that the
114 kW/acre true value falls outside of the range. The baseline value

,0 for each process was taken as a mid-point in the range.

,I V7
[ 0.8

0s Table 2 describes nature of the uncertainty for each
- Or' process analyzed, the baseline value and the range of

0 uncertainty.
i I 1 ' ,

lO0 10,0_0 1,0_.000
v,, Table 2:

Assessed ranges of uncertainties over processes

Figure 2: ::_i_i_<_:_z::_*_:::_:_:_:_:::_:_:_::::_:i::_>_>::_:_:_::_:_::::_<_:::_:_:_,:,:_:::_::::,<,_:_::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::......-."....".

ii:!!iiiiii!!iii!!',i!i!ii':i':i!ii:    ii',ii:ilili  iiiill   i!ii ,i!!iill
The designs of the waste package and their placement _i::{iiii::!::!i!i_::{:{::iiii{i{i!i{__{{::!i!i_::!i_::{::_i;!iiii_iii:_{::!:{i!::__i__;i_!!{_!i___::_:!:_iiiiiiii_!ii{_{}iiii_i_i¢::!i_!{i_::?!i{ii::}i}i!il}{iiii::ii{i!ii::{ii:{]{i;i:{_iiiiii{::{::! :_:_:_:::_:_:_:_:?_s_:i_i_i:{!_vi::_i_i
are shown in Table 1.

General Maximum rate 0.06 0.076 0.09
aqueous of aqueous

Table 1: corrosion corrosion (at

Design and placement of waste packages for each 80°C) (cm_)design alternative .....

Incremental pit 0.029 0.299 2.990!:i:i::_:::::i:i;i_!_i::_iii_i:::i:i.i:i_i:i:::::i.i:::_i.i:i:_::::.:-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

corrosion parameters
ii_m_i!iiiii!i!iiii!!::i!!iiiiiii_iii:i!i!ii!i_i_!_i!!!i__i__iiiiiiiiii!iiiiii!__i_!__i_i_!iiiii_iiiiiii__i_i!!i_ii_iiiii_!_i!i_iii!_iiiiii!i::ii:iiiiiiiiiiii!iiii!ii!iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii(cm)

I III

57kw/acre, single wall: 0.95 cm vertical Cladding Maximum 10.0 17.5 25.0
vertical stainless borehole failure by tx:aeentof rods

.......... creep with cladding
57kw/acre, in- double wall: 10.0 cm horizontal in failing by
drift mild steel outer wall, drift ..... creep(.%.)

0.95 cm stainless steel
inner wall Cladding Maximum 7.5 8.25 9.0

.... failure by percent of rods
hydride with cladding

114 kw/acre, single wall: 0.95 cm vertical failing by
vertical stainless borehole hydride

.............. reorientation

114 kw/acre, double wall: 10.0 cm horizontal in . (%)
in-drift mild steel outer wall, drift

0.95 cm stainless steel Rod Tune required
inner wall oxidation to oxidize a rod

..... at a given
temperature,
(yrs) ,

Time at 100°C 10,000 31,623 100,00_



Time at 300°C 100 316 1,000
{{{{{ { {{{{{{ { { ..... {

Matrix MultipLieron 0.01 0.1 1.0 C. Model runs
alteration predicted rate

of matrix
alteration, Runs were made for each design using the baseline

...... values for each process. Then a run was made at both
Nuclide Maximum ends of the range for each process (holding all other
solubility concentration processes at their baseline values). '

of nuclide in

water, The performance of the designs is measured as the
(gin/liter) cumulative curies of nuclides released per ton of waste

stored. The runs only evaluated the releases of 239pu,
. 234U ...........6.92e-5 1.36e-2 6.8e-2 23":Np, 234U, 231pa., 129I, 99Tc, 79Se, {4C since they

account for the majority of the radioactivity released.
239pu 1.8e-5 1.8e-3 1.8e-I

The cumulative releases over time for the baseline
237Np 0.89 86.7 380.2 runs are shown in Figure 3. At these baseline values,

the 114 kw/acre designs perform better than the 57
231pa 2.3e-5 .200 2.30 kw/acre designs in the near term. But they perform

........ worse after about 40,000 years. In the near term, high
1291 1.29e5 1.29e5 1.29e5 heat load designs perform better because water does not

............. return to the repository and thus there is no mechanism

99"I"c 9.9e4 9.9e4 9.9e4 to release nuclides. They perform worse in the long
...... , ..... term largely due to the rod cladding failure process. At

the lower heat loadings the rod temperatures are too low
79Se 7.9e4 7.9e4 7.9e4 to cause creep failures of the cladding. Thus the total

number of rods that can release nuclides is smaller.
14C 1.4e4 1.4e4 1.4e4

ii ii

The Curie release rates for the baseline runs are
Flux Delay of flux shown in figure 4. This release rate is the sum of
return return after Curies from all nuclides included in the model runs.
time container Regulations require that the release rate for a particular

tempermme nuclide does not exceed one part in 10A5 during any
returns to year. The maximum fraction of this limit obtained by
100°C. any nuclide in the base tams was approximately 3.0E-'
Expressed as a 05. Therefor, the regulatory limit does not come into
multiple of the play into deciding between design alternatives.
time required
for temperature
to return to
10(PC

at 57 k'w/acre 0.0 2.5 5.0
,

at 114 kw/aere 0,0 5.0 10.0
i - ii

Temper- Tcanpemnn'eof Tb-0.2 Tb Tb+
aturc containers,and (Tb- 0.2
history rodseach Tamb) CI'b-

p_.'od(°C) • Tanlb)



uncertainty over that process. Figures 5 and 6 show
6-- i...................

i-._-. _ these differences for each of the process for each design
•= sz txxono_ _ at 10,000 yrs and at 1,000,000 years. The height of the{D

5 "--"- 57 in-drift _ bar indicates the range of uncertainty in performance.

_. _ 114boreho_o _ (Note that the similar chart for 100,000 years shows the

g 4- ,-=-== 114in-d_ same pattern of behavior, and similar numerical values
-r"

° ! i ! a,• 0

_ K
-_°" '"-' ' _!i _"

"" "" "= _" 1 I!:t_

Figure 3
Baseline releases for each design aJternadve

Figure 5
1.1_-!

,._._,/ Range of uncertainty in performance for near term

_ "'_"1'1'.................................................................................................l"" ...............
_' "_'1..........................................I.......................... (logyrs)
_ i "'1' ................................................"................................57_
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Release rates for each design alternative _ , .

V. EVALUATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCEOFTHEUNCERTAII_ __, '

To evaluate the significance of the uncertainties, we
fast identified the processes which have relatively little Figure 6
impact on the evaluation. Then we examined the Range of uncertainty in performance for long term
remaining processes to describe their impact on
evaluation of site suitability and comparison of design (1M yrs)
alternatives.

From these figures we see that the uncertainty about
A. Identification of processes with relatively small the following processes is relatively unimportant in

impact evaluating the performance of the designs: hydride
., re.orientation, fuel rod oxidation, fuel rod aqueous

For each of the designs, runs were made at the low alteration, general corrosion, m,,_.creep rupture. These
and the high end of the ranges of uncertainty for each arc less important since even if we were to learn that the
processes. The difference between the performance at true behavior of these processes were at one extreme or
the ends of the range is a measure of the impact of the the other of the range of uncertainty, the performance



would still be fairly close to the baseline value shown 5rkW_o.,,_ mkW_._._

B. Discussion of processes with relatively large ,_ ................................................................... .

impact _ _

i 'l_ .............................

The ranges shown above are just the differences J .
between the best and worst performance estimates. The :_
fact that a range is large does not, by itself, tell us _ *
whether or not the uncertainty about that process is _ _ .. 11,kw_.,n_ +1(kW_-_,.a,,
important. To interpret the large ranges, it is important t ]
to consider the distribution of the range around the -_ _*
baseline values. In some cases the range is distributed _t , .......................
fairly symmetrically: if we study the process in more
detail, we might learn that the true performance is d _*
somewhat worse or somewhat better than the baseline
value. However, in other cases the range is distributed
very asymmetrically. That is, upon studying the ,

process we may be unlikely to find that the true _ _ aE _ _ + _ _
performance is significantly better than the baseline, but _ _ _ _ _ - ,_. •
we could find that it is much worse than the baseline (or - I _ St . _.
vice versa). This is due to the non-linearities in the __
performance of the EBS.

Figures 7 and 8 show the distribution of the range Figure 8
around the baseline for the four processes with large Distribution of predicted performance for long term
ranges. The implications of these ranges for repository

decision making are discussed below. Nuclide solubility: In the case of solubility, we see
that in the long term the performance is unlikely to be
significantly better, but it could be much worse. The
releases could be several times the baseline values. This

sTkwl,_,,_,,,n._ _,,wl.,,,,_,.,_,_t is true for all four designs. Because the uncertainty

• ,+..........................+...iop+.of+l.,i. +i..++°+d.................... impacts all of the designs in roughly the same way, itcould be an important issue for evaluating site suitability

- [!/ . ii..., and the decision to build the repository.

i _ ........... _-.... _.... Localized corrosion: In contrast, the uncertainty

t u .......l lli ii+ti aboutlocalizedcorrosionmaynotbeasimportanL Here
we see that resolution of the uncer, ainty is unlikely tolead to worse predicted behavior in the long run and is

likely to lead to better predicted performance. This isdue to the fact that at the baseline rate the containers fail

soon after water returns. Increasing the rate ofcorrosion does not appreciably lead to appreciably
__ earlier failures. However, if localized corrosion goes
d more slowly, the containers could last substantially

longer. This leads to lower temperatures when the
containers do fail and a significant slowing of the

' _ i _'_ _ _ _I._ | _ nuclide release processes.| _ . =. The uncertainty about localized corrosion might orSt I II

_ might not be significant. If the baseline performance is
acceptable, learning more about the localized corrosion
isn't particularly useful since it would not change design

Figure 7 decisions: it only makes good news better. On the
Distribution of predicted performance for near term other hand, if the baseline performance for a particular

design is not acceptable, then studying localized



corrosion could be very valuable since it could show us mechanisms. The creep failure process itself is quite
that in fact performance of that design will be uncertain, including the temperature at which it begins to
acceptable, act. Therefore, these results indicate that both

understanding the temperatures and the creep faJ'ure
mechanism are important for selecting designs.• Water return time: The uncertainty about water

return time appears to be important for the choice
between design alternatives, at least in the near term. IV. CONCLUSIONS

• Here it is seen that in the near term the resolution of this

uncertainty could lead to better predicted performance The approach demonstrated here can help identify
for the 57 kw/acre designs, and worse performance the most important uncertainties bearing on management
(compared to baseline) for the 114 kw/acre designs, and design decisions. This method can help
This is due to the fact that in the 57 kw/acre cases an management distinguish between uncertainties that
earlier water return does not hurt performance require further study and those that are less important.
significantly since in the baseline case the water already
returns at a fairly early time. However, the water may
be found to return later and this significandy improves This analysis indicates that resolving the
the performance of the 57 kw/acre designs in the near uncertainties about solubility, temperature, water return
term. For the 114 kw/acre designs the opposite holds, time, and the creep failure of rod cladding could be
If the water returns later, these designs do not perform important for selecting the design of the EBS and for the
significantly better. But, if the water retttrns earlier, evaluation
their performance would be worse in thenear term. In
the long term the impact of this uncertainty is not so REFERENCE3
clear cut: it has very little impact on the 57 kw/acre
designs, and could slightly increase or decrease the
performance of the 114 kw/acre cases. 1. Buscheck

The baseline analyses of the designs favored the 114 2. Gray, W., I.cider, H., Steward, S., 1992.
kw/acre designs in the near term and the 57 kw/acre "Parametric Study of LWR Spent Fuel Dissolution
designs in the long term. This analysis implies that Kinetics", Battelle Pacific Northwest _,
learning mo_eabout the water return time could show us Richland, WA, UCRL-JC- 110160.
that the performance of the 57 kw/acre designs will be

as good as the performance of the 114 kw/acre designs 3. Raiffa, Howard, Decision Analysis: Introductory
in the near term and superior in the long term. Thus l.zctures on Choices Under Uncertainty, Addison-
studying the water return time could have a significant Wesley Publishing Co., 1970
impact on the choice of designs.

4. Wilson,Michael L. ctal., 'Total-System
Temperature: The uncertainty about temperature Performance Assessment for Yucca Mountain--

also has implications for the choice of design SNLSecondlteradon(TSPA-1993)",SAND93-
alternatives. In both the near and long-term the 2675, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
resolution of uncertainty about temperature is unlikely to NM, published March(?), 1994.
affect the evaluation of the performance for the 114
kw/acre designs. For the 57 kw/acre designs,
however, it is likely to lead to a worse predicted

performance, and unlikely to lead to any improvements This work was performed under the auspices
in the predicted performance. Thus the 57 kw/acrc
designs could bc much worse than the baseline of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence
performanceofthc114kw/acredesignsinthenearterrn Livermore National Laboratory under contract
andaboutequalinthelong-tenm. No. W-7405-Eng-48.

In this instance more interpretation of the model
• results is needed, however. The degradation in

predicted performance for the 57 kw/acre designs occurs
when the rod temperatures are higher than the baseline

. values. When the rod temperatures are higher, in these
runs, they become hot enough to lead to creep failures
of the cladding. The asymmetry in the predicted
performance arises bccausc higher temperatures lead to
creep failures and more failed rods to release nuclides.
Lower temperatures have little effect on any of the
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